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Can we simulate how 
traffic accidents occur?
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Who has a drivers’ 
license?
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Who considers 
him/her self an 
above-average 
driver?
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Traffic (collective result of us driving) is costly

• Netherlands (2017): 
– ca €2-3 billion, say €150 per 

capita
– Environmental costs (health): €3-8 

billion
– Traffic unsafety ca €12 billion

• Combined ca 3% of the Dutch GDP 
(without all the indirect immaterial 
costs)

Netherlands

Australia



Sobering statistics
Fatalities

Global: 1.3M
EU: 26,000

NL: 613

http://www.who.int/gho/mortality_burden_disease/causes_death/top_10/en/
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Paradox: accidents are rare
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Which means: predicting potential unsafe traffic 
situations is hard

Behaviour

Interactions
Road & 

Environment
Vehicle 
(AV & Human)

Behaviour + env + circumstances

Accidents!
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Driving is a (multi-objective / hierarchical) control task

Stimuli

(2) Response 
(acceleration, steering, 

decision making)

100

X
↑

(1) Perception
(observing, understanding, 

projection/anticipation)

Consequences

Strategic (route); 
Tactical (path); 

Operational (movement) 
Plans & Objectives

Vehicle state; 
Technology; 

Information; etc

Driver state
Mental state, Workload, 
Attitudes, Preferences, 

Capabilities, Habits, 
Knowledge, …

Origin

Destination



State of Practice Traffic Simulation Models

• Current sim models operational / 
tactical:
– Idealized control laws
– Perfect perception
– Limited validity/generality decision 

rules (e.g. lane changing)
• HF in the form of exogenously set 

parameters

Traffic flow theory, 
modelling & simulation

Models also 
used to assess 

unsafety 
(good idea …?)
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Longitudinal driving task


















Strategical Tactical Operational

Knowledge-driven 
(consciencely)

Finding parking 
place in unknown 

city

Lane choice 
complex new 

crossing
First driving lesson

Rule-based
(routine)

Choosing route to 
grandma

Overtaking on 
freeway

Driving away with 
rental car

Skill-based
(subconsciencely)

Driving daily 
commute

Passing crossing 
close to home

Accelerating, shifting 
gear
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The combined driving task

Michon, J. A. (1985). A critical view of driver behavior models: What do we know, what should we do. Human behavior and traffic safety, 485–520.
Rasmussen, J., Duncan, K., & Leplat, J. (1987). New technology and human error. JohnWiley and Sons.

Route and 
path 

planning Lane 
choice  & 
conflict 

negotiation
Acceleration
(free driving 

& car 
following)



Strategical Tactical Operational

Knowledge-driven 
(consciencely)

Finding parking 
place in Amsterdam

Moving towards the 
right exit on a 

Sydney freeway
First driving lesson

Rule-based
(routine)

Choosing route to 
grandma

Merging onto a 
German / Dutch 

freeway

Driving away with 
rental car

Skill-based
(subconsciencely)

Driving daily 
commute

Passing a crossing 
close to home

Accelerating, shifting 
gear
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The combined driving task
Huge variability due 
to differences in skills 
and attitude / culture

Michon, J. A. (1985). A critical view of driver behavior models: What do we know, what should we do. Human behavior and traffic safety, 485–520.
Rasmussen, J., Duncan, K., & Leplat, J. (1987). New technology and human error. JohnWiley and Sons.
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We need to converge to an undisputed (trusted?) set of 
theories and associated simulation models
• Many theories and models available for the same processes
• Most make sense, and reproduce some (but not all) 

phenomena
• Macroscopic predictions sort of OK
• But which microscopic mechanisms are really at work?
• We are an engineering science: we use these models to 

support (ask what-if questions for) important decisions: 
road design; control & management (incl vehicle 
automation)
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We need to move towards (quantitatively) understanding 
mechanisms underlying accidents

Behaviour

Interactions
Road & 

Environment
Vehicle 
(AV & Human)

Behaviour + env + circumstances

Accidents!



We need more sophistication (the human factor) into our 
simulation models

Traffic flow theory, 
modelling & simulation

• Current sim models operational / 
tactical:
– Idealized control laws
– Perfect perception
– Limited validity/generality decision 

rules (e.g. lane changing)
• HF in the form of exogenously set 

parameters
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Marriage between two scientific disciplines
• Adding endogenous

mechanisms (math!) for 
– human perception and 

anticipation errors
– human risk taking
– the effect of distractions
– and the (behavioural) 

dynamics in all these

Traffic flow theory, 
modelling & simulation

Traffic safety, applied HF, 
traffic psychology
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Good news: huge increase in research 
efforts to bridge the gap
• Zheng, Z. (2014). "Recent developments and research needs in modeling lane 

changing." Transportation Research Part B: Methodological 60: 16-32.
• Saifuzzaman, M. and Z. Zheng (2014). "Incorporating human-factors in car-following 

models: A review of recent developments and research needs." Transportation Research 
Part C: Emerging Technologies 48: 379-403.

• Hamdar, S. H., H. S. Mahmassani and M. Treiber (2015). "From behavioral psychology 
to acceleration modeling: Calibration, validation, and exploration of drivers' cognitive and 
safety parameters in a risk-taking environment." Transportation Research Part B: 
Methodological 78: 32-53.

• Yang, H.H., Peng, H., 2010. Development of an errorable car-following driver model. 
Veh. Syst. Dyn. 48 (6), 751–773.

• Hoogendoorn, R., B. van Arem and S. Hoogendoorn (2014). "Automated Driving, Traffic 
Flow Efficiency, and Human Factors: Literature Review." Transportation Research 
Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board(2422): pp 113–120.

• van Lint, H., W. Schakel, G. Tamminga, P. Knoppers and A. Verbraeck (2016). "Getting 
the Human Factor into Traffic Flow Models New Open-Source Design to Simulate Next 
Generation of Traffic Operations." Transportation Research Record(2561): 25-33
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Perception / Awareness model 
(Endsley, 2000)

𝜏𝜏p : physical reaction time

Perceivable 
World (PW)

Mental 
World (MW)

Instantaneous
Stimuli (S)

Anticipated
Stimuli (A)

Objects:
• vehicles
• environment
• information

Variables:
• Gaps
• Speed (differences)
• etc

Time series of variables:
• Gaps
• Speed (differences)
• etc

(1) perceive (2) comprehend (3) anticipate/predict

time𝜏𝜏p : physical reaction time

𝜏𝜏a : attention time-lag

t1 t1 + 𝜏𝜏

Objects:
• vehicles
• environment
• information

Driver decisions & actions

Total reaction time 𝜏𝜏=𝜏𝜏a+𝜏𝜏p

X ↑
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Response (speed choice): Task Capacity 
Interface model (Fuller, 2011)

Collision avoidance logic higher (workload)

lower

Actual safety 
margin

Perceived 
safety margin

Objective task capacity

Objective task demand

Perceived task capacity

Perceived task demand

1/Perceived R
isk

1/
R

is
k Driver acts

upon …
Actual safety 
margin …

Response
(e.g. acceleration / 

braking, start manoeuvre, 
etc)

Perception
(three level SA process)Driving process

Drivers control how 
much information 
processing (they 
think!) they can 

handle

Other tasks performed
while driving …
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Multi-level model for driving behaviour

R(t+        )=F(         ,          ,          )

Situational 
Awareness SAi(t) Total Task Demand TDi(t)

𝞃𝞃i(t) si(t) θi(t) ωi(t)

TDi(t)/TCi(t)

SAi(t)

Σ

Tasks (driving & distractions)
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time

t1

Task 
demand

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

TDCF

h

t

(a) FD task demand (b) Total task demand (c) Traffic conditions

TC
TCi =TC

t0

Task demand 
car following

Task demand 
phone call

Illustrative 
example
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time

t1

Task 
demand

t0

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

TDCF

TDcall

h

t

(a) FD task demand (b) Total task demand (c) Traffic conditions

TC
TCi =TC

Illustrative 
example
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t1

Task 
demand

t0

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

TDCF

TDcall

h

t
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time

t1

Task 
demand

t0

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

TDCF

TDcall

h

t

(a) FD task demand (b) Total task demand (c) Traffic conditions

TC
TCi =TC

Illustrative 
example
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Some remarks
• We did not explicitly take anticipation into account

– research shows that simple anticipation seems to counter 
effect perception errors (effectively)

• A lot of empirical research is needed to validate these different 
task demand functions
– We now have a systematic framework to help us do that

• Same mechanisms can also be applied for lateral movement 
– More needed than just functions of task demand (?)
– this is work in progress

• Big question:
– Integrated experimental methods to face-validate 

mechanisms (and calibrate/validate models/parameters)
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Can we simulate how traffic accidents occur?

• The answer is yes (but it’s not the right question)
• I think we can come up with 

– models that can can reproduce plausible 
mechanisms that may lead to accidents

– simulations that produce statistics in the right order 
of magnitude

• Huge interdisciplinary effort needed!
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Q&A (insofar possible)

Prof.dr. Hans van Lint
Traffic Simulation & Computing

Nov 15, 2018, TRANSW, Sydney

https://opentrafficsim.org (contact: w.schakel@tudelft.nl)

https://opentrafficsim.org/
mailto:w.schakel@tudelft.nl
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